ICE CREAM & CHOCOLATE
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

in our external kitchen

True & 12 Handmade Ice Cream

#STAYTRUE

True & 12 Handmade Ice Cream is unique because we are one of the few ice
cream parlors who design their own recipes and therefore do not need to
rely on pre-mixed ice cream bases. This allows us to be creative and
innovative. We produce ice cream fresh in small batches, on a daily basis.
For the new season 2022, we are looking for assistance with the
production of both our artisan ice cream and our bean to bar chocolate.
Due to the seasonality of the business, and our Post Corona recovery
attempts, this position will be offered on a 450 Mini Job basis. A
Kurzfristige Beschäftigung is also an option for someone who knows they
can only work a limited time (3 months at most). A part or full time
contract may be offered to the ideal candidate in the near future.
The kitchen is the heart of our business, and this position very valued.
Important : our kitchen is outside of Munich and not well-connected to
public transportation. The S-Bahn station is not in walking distance. One
would need their own transportation or be willing to rely on the bus, which
runs directly (yet not regularly) to and from Ostbahnhof.

MAIN TASKS

Setting up the kitchen and required equipment and machinery with care
and attention to detail
Operating the ice cream machine(s) and managing small batches of daily
flavors
Prepping fruits and vegetables for ice cream production
Sorting cacao beans for chocolate production
Meticulously cleaning and disinfecting kitchen equipment and
machinery

OUR EXPECTATIONS

Have an eye for detail, and keep the kitchen organized and clean at all
times. Proper hygiene and cleanliness are essential.
Be able to follow instructions independently and meticulously,
concentrating on recipes and the production methods required
Experience working in a kitchen is valued but not required
Understand, share and be able to articulate what distinguishes True &
12 from other gelaterias
Have stamina and the ability to work in a fast-paced environment
Be able to lift heavy boxes or heavy and fragile equipment
Be flexible to working on some (or all) weekends, and holidays. Our shop
and production run 7 days a week
Be reliable, and on time for every shift
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WHAT WE OFFER

Small, pleasant and human working environment. We are not a chain or
corporate establishment and we as owners also work in the day to day
nitty gritty
Free training
Valuable real-world and entrepreneurship experience
Chance to be creative, suggest your ideas and test new recipes
Opportunities for growth within a growing company. The ideal candidate
may be offered a permanent part-time or full contract in the near future.
Sustainable shifts with monthly schedules
Work in an environment oriented around serving each other, building
community and fostering relationships with partners
The chance to be part of the team and gain experience in one of
Germany’s top 10 ice cream shops

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT
www.trueand12.com
www.trulychocolate.de
www.instagram.com/trueand12
www.instagram.com/truly.craft.chocolate

TO APPLY FOR THIS POSITION

Please send a detailed letter of interest together with a CV or list of
previous work experiences via email to info@trueand12.com
please specify when you could start, and which days you may be available.

we look forward to hearing
from you!

